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Rainer Fetting
Thomas Fuchs / Stuttgart

The fi
r st striking realization here is that art
history unfolds in time warps. Rainer Fetting,
who has painted continuously for the past
forty years, gained recognition in the 1980s
as part of a second generation of West
German Neo-Expressionists. The artist once
shared a notorious project space at Berlin
Moritzplatz with Helmut Middendorf, Bernd
Zimmer, and his then boyfriend Salom .
Revolting against the post-medium condition
heralded by Conceptual art, they successfully
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Bruno
Gironcoli
Clearing / Brussels

From top:
Lucy Dodd

Bruno Gironcoli
Lake in the Sky,
installation view at Sprt
Untitled
Magers, Berlin (2017)
(detail; 1993-95)
Courtesy of the Artist and
Courtesy of the Estate Sprt h Magers, Berlin
Photography by
Bruno Gironcoli and
Timo Ohler
Clearing, New York / Brussels
Photography by
Bruno Gironcoli
Untitled
Julien Hayard
(detail; 1993-95)
Courtesy of the Estate
Bruno Gironcoli and
Clearing, New York / Brussels
Photography by
Julien Hayard

It is therefore ironic that despite all these
sculptures having the appearance of cast
metal, most are instead assemblages of
steel, wood and synthetic resin, covered
with metallic paint. Notable are Untitled
(1999),
Figure with Suspended Oval Pieces
by Katharina
Weinstock
(1990) and Untitled (2003). It is almost impossible to tell the difference between these
and other works cast in aluminum, such as
the spectacular We the Children of Villach
(2005), or One Body, Two Souls (2001),
which lends the show its title.

Rainer Fetting
Compositon in Green
(with Life Guard Stand
and Pelican) (2016)
Courtesy of the Artist and
Thomas Fuchs, Stuttgart

These works intermingle geometric and
organic elements, straight lines and curves,
abstract and figurative motifs, a number
representing babies. They resemble giant
altars serving the rituals of some strange
religion, or at least the personal mythology
of the artist. Perched on stylized feet,
they seem to hover above ground. Despite
working closely with the Viennese Actionists,
Gironcoli never gave up his quest for an ideal
beauty. He was a baroque sculptor, one who
saw the art in the execution.
by Pierre-Yves Desaive
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